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Binandere Dialect Survey 

(17 December 2004 to 8 January 2005) 

 

Introduction 
 

In August 1990, we, Jonathan and Kathy Wilson arrived in Papua New Guinea as volunteer translator-
linguists serving under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. We completed Pacific 
Orientation Course training in Madang in November 1990. Then in February 1991 we did a pre-allocation 
survey in the Binandere area of Oro Province. In May 1991 we allocated to Ewore Village in Oro Province 
and began learning the Binandere language. Due to the encouragement of the local leaders, we built a new 
house in Nindewari Village (a more central location within the Binandere language group) and moved there 
in 1994. During the interim we have been researching the grammar, phonology and anthropology of the 
Binandere language group, and doing some Bible translation. This past 17 December 2004 to 8 January 
2005 we completed the Binandere Dialect Survey. 
 
The Binandere language has been given the code [BHG] by the Ethnologue database (Grimes 1992). It is a 
Papuan language and member of the eastern Trans-New Guinea Phylum. Located in the Binandere Stock, 
the Binandere family is related to the Guhu-Samane family-level Isolate, which is the only other member of 
the Binandere Stock (Wurm 1982:156-61). The Binandere language itself is a member of the Binandere 
language family, which is composed of the following sixteen languages, listed from north to south: Suena, 
Yekora, Zia, Mawae, Binandere, Ambasi, Aeka, Orokaiva, Hunjara, Ewage, Yega, Gaina, Baruga, Dogoro, 
Havara, and Korafe (Larsen and Wilson 1991).  
 
Most of the Binandere people make their homes in the rainforest of northern Oro Province. Only a few of 
their villages are located just inside the southern-most border of Morobe Province. The remoteness of this 
region is accentuated by its lack of roads and airstrips. This means that travel within the Binandere area 
presents a formidable challenge. With this in mind, we conferred with the LCORE Sociolinguistics 
Department prior to the dialect survey to talk about possible ways of collecting the data. We had heard that 
in December 2004 the language group was planning a huge event to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the 
Nindewari Anglican mission station. This event would draw many Binandere people from outlying villages. 
Therefore, we decided that we would try to collect data from visiting Binandere speakers during this event 
and in that way complete the dialect survey. 
 
The instruments used to collect the data for this survey included the: 
  
1) Language Use Questionnaire-updated April 1994 by L. Landweer and N. Geleit; Revised April 1994 by 
A. Dondorp; further revised by J. Brownie and L. Landweer June 1998., revised, updated, edited L. 
Landweer April 1999, re-ordered, re-formatted, edited M, Rueck and T. Jore June 2001, M. Rueck May 
2002. Revised by M. Potter May 2003. 
 
2) SIL Survey Word List, English/Tok Pisin Version (1999 Revision), August 1999. 
 
3) Dialect Survey 1998 – guidelines as proposed in Roberts, John. 1991. A study of the dialect in Amele. 
Language and Linguistics in Melanesia. 22:1-2. 67-82. 
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The chart below presents an array of the individuals interviewed from various villages for the Binandere 
Dialect Survey. 
 
 
 Nindewari Manau/Mambatutu Dautami Iaudari#2 Ewore#2 
Survey 
Dates 

17 Dec ‘04 
8 Jan ‘05 

25 Dec ‘04 27 Dec ‘04 28 Dec ‘04 30 Dec ‘04 

Informants: 
Names, Sex 
M/F, and 
Age 
 
*Note- names 
in parentheses 
indicate 
bystander(s) 
who 
contributed 
sporadically 

Bruno Kewosai- 
M, 56 yrs. 
 
Keston Kewosai-
M, 33 yrs. 
 

Bartimeaus Worei- 
M, 42 yrs. 
 
Evan Opio-  
M, 36 yrs. 
 
(Richmond Borai- 
M, 53 yrs. from 
Kotaure Village) 
 

Ian Borere- 
M, 44 yrs. 
 
Jean Borere- 
F, 38 yrs. 
 
 

Ernest Veio- 
M, 60 yrs. 

Churchill Benai- 
M, 35 yrs. 
 
George Guba-M, 
30 yrs. approx. 
 
(John David- 
M, 34 yrs.; 
Lester Guba- 
M, 29 yrs.; 
Blessit Nivo- 
M, 22 yrs.) 

 
After analyzing the results of the survey, we have concluded that there are no true dialects within the 
Binandere language group. 

1. Location 

1a. Boundaries of the language group 
The greater population of the Binandere people live in Oro Province (also called Northern Province). The 
language group occupies the rough quadrangle formed by the coast of Papua New Guinea (P.N.G.) on the 
east, the Owen Stanley Range on the west, the Eia River on the north and the Mamba River on the south. 
The Tainya Dawari language group however occupies a portion of the coast from Iwaia Village (just south 
of Deboin) to Katuna Village, just north of the Kumusi River. There is also at least one Binandere village 
located on the Kumusi River, about 10 miles upstream from the mouth. 

1b. Main population centers of the language group 
The majority of the Binandere are subsistence farmers and inhabit villages situated along the banks of the 
Eia, Gira, and Mamba Rivers. Some of the population inhabit villages on the coast not far from the mouths 
of these three large rivers. Still others inhabit settlements within the cities of Lae, Port Moresby, and 
Madang. One small group lives in the village of Siae on the Kumusi River. Using figures reported by the 
National Statistical Office for the 2000 Census of P.N.G., we estimate that there are 7000 Binandere living 
in the country. Using data from the 2000 census and information gathered from dialect survey interviews, 
the populations of three of the largest villages on the coast, and of each of the three main rivers are as 
follows. 
 

Largest Binandere Villages on the Coast 
Village Name Population 
Deboin 489 
Mambatutu 347 
Manau 282 
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Largest  Binandere Villages on the Eia River 

Village Name Population 
Bovera 303 
Tave 297 
Dautami 133 
 

Largest Binandere Villages on the Gira River 
Village Name Population 
Ewore #1 313 
Ewore #2 240 
Tabara 236 
 

Largest Binandere Villages on the Mamba River 
Village Name Population 
Sia 384 
Iaudari #1 359 
Iaudari #2 323 
 
 

1c. Surrounding language communities 
There are six language communities which are adjacent to the Binandere language group in Oro Province. 
To the north is the Zia language group which numbers approximately 3000. This group occupies the coastal 
lands just west of the mouth of the Eia River in Morobe Province. Southeast of the mouth of the Mamba 
River, the Tainya Dawari (TD) speakers inhabit a crescent-shaped piece of land. The population of the TD 
language group is about 2000. The TD used to be called the Ambasi. The boundary of the TD language 
group begins just south of Deboin. The boundary arches southwest approximately 10 miles inland to within 
a few miles of the Mamba River before it turns southeast. From there, the TD boundary continues parallel to 
the coast and then turns east before it terminates on the coast, just north of the village of Kurereda. The 
Yewa Buie (YB) language group occupies the three villages of Iwa, Batari, and Kurereda at the mouth of the 
Kumusi River. There are over 530 YB speakers. Upstream from this language community is the village of 
Siae with approximately 240 people. This Binandere speaking village is isolated from the greater Binandere 
language community. On the coast to the south of the Kumusi River, the boundary of the Notu (N) language 
community begins. The N who live on the coast call themselves Ewage speakers. The Notu-Ewage 
community has a population of approximately 12,000 people. The Aeka (A) language group inhabits most of 
the land directly south of the greater Binandere community on the Mamba River. However, the A language 
group is landlocked because its eastern and southeastern borders butt up to the TD, YB, Binandere, and N 
language groups’ boundaries. There are approximately 4000 people in the A language community. Finally, 
the Fuyuge (F) language group inhabits the ridges of the Owen Stanley Range to the west southwest of the 
greater Binandere language community. There are approximately 14,000 speakers in the F language group. 
 

1d. Major geographical features 
As cited above, some of the major physical features which characterize the topography of this region are the 
mountains of the Owen Stanley Range to the west, and the Eia, Gira, and Mamba Rivers which meander 
toward the coast. The body of water which defines the coast is called the Solomon Sea. Local Binandere 
fishermen  supplement their diets with the game fish, prawns, turtles and shellfish which abound in these 
waters. Much of the terrain between the rivers near the coast is grassland and sago swamp plain. Ten to 
fifteen miles inland the foothills of the Owen Stanley Range begin. Tropical rainforest replaces grassland 
and much of the land along the rivers is farmed. As one moves another ten to fifteen miles inland, villages 
become fewer and farther apart. Finally, they disappear altogether at that foot of the mountains. This 
mountainous area is characterized by heavy rainfall and virgin forest. The higher mountain slopes are rarely 
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penetrated by small hunting parties. Within the last decade, mining and logging companies have begun to 
explore and harvest the resources situated in the foot hills and these mountains. 
 

1e. Nearest towns or urban centers 
The nearest town from Nindewari Village is Popondetta, which is located approximately 50 miles to the 
southeast. Popondetta is the Provincial Capital of Oro Province and boasts an airport, hospital, post office, 
several large stores, two high schools, at least one hotel, several churches and a sawmill. Those people who 
can afford to pay dinghy fare, can travel down the Gira River to the coast and then southeast to Gona 
Village. From there one can usually find a Public Motor Vehicle (PMV) which will take them in to 
Popondetta. The whole trip usually takes one to two days. Most people cannot afford dinghy fare, so they 
must hike foot paths until they reach a road. The normal hike from Nindewari to Popondetta requires a 
minimum of two to three days. 
 
The city of Lae is another option to consider if one wants to travel to a large urban center. Lae, the 
Provincial Capital of Morobe Province, is located about 100 miles to the northwest of Nindewari. People 
who want to travel to Lae from Nindewari should plan on a minimum of three days travel. Most persons 
making this trip travel northwest by foot path to Bovera and stay there overnight. The following day they 
hike northeast to Sowara on the coast. Then after overnighting in Sowara, they take a dinghy to Lae. 
 

1f. Other features which may affect the definition of the target group 
Historically, when the first Binandere came up the Mamba River and settled there, they joined forces with 
the Yema language group and drove out their mutual enemy the Girida tribe (the present Tainya Dawari 
language group). The Yema language group over time intermarried with their Binandere allies and 
eventually gave up their language for Binandere (Jonathan Wilson and Kathy Wilson 1994:14). 
 
Rev. Copland King, one of the first Anglican missionaries to the area, translated a prayer book, song books, 
a catechism, a few chapters of Genesis, and the Gospel of Luke into Binandere (King 1927). The high value 
that King and other early missionaries placed on the use of the Binandere language left a lasting impression 
on this community. 
 
Dr. John Waiko, a Binandere man, was one of the first Papua New Guinea citizens to earn a PhD. In 
fulfillment of his PhD in Social Science he wrote Be Jijimo (1982), the first native authored history of the 
Binandere people. He submitted copies of this dissertation in both English and Binandere to the Australian 
National University. This Binandere man is originally from the Gira River village of Tabara. His notable 
academic achievement has elevated the prestige of the Binandere people who live on the Gira River. 
 

2. Degree and Nature of Linguistic Difference within the Language 
Community 
 
    There were no major linguistic differences identified within the greater Binandere language community 
during this particular survey. Though certain villages may prefer certain lexical items over others, these 
words are few and far between. Furthermore, all five groups surveyed strongly insisted that there are no 
dialects within the Binandere language group. All those living within the confines of the Eia, Gira, and  
Mamba Rivers, and between  Damberode and Deboin on the coast, speak the same Binandere language. 
 

2a. Lexical variation within the language community 
A lexical variation of  less than 3% was observed between the five locations surveyed using the SIL Survey 
Word List English/Tok Pisin Version (1999) Revision. Most differences between word choices involved 
synonyms and verb forms. An example of different synonyms being cited resulted when no. 95, sand was 
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elicited. Three of the informants responded with [po.po], and two responded with [koi.t]. However, one 
of the latter also suggested that [koi.t po.po] could suffice. An example of different verb forms being 
given occurred when no. 74, he laughs was elicited. One informant responded with the infinitive 
[i.o di..i] ‘to laugh’ and the other four responded with the present tense form [i.o di.di.ei.] 
‘he laughs’ or ‘he is laughing’. A few other differences between transcribed words resulted when I was 
unable to determine which syllable was being stressed in certain words. Therefore, of the 190 items elicited, 
very few clear disparate responses were discovered. Notwithstanding, four of the clearest disparate 
responses will be presented and discussed below. The responses given for the words stick and yam will be 
presented first and then those given for arrow and green will be presented last.  
 
The words stick and yam with their corresponding responses are presented in the table below. Notice that 
each response cited for stick exhibits a high vowel onset, a three syllable structure, and an accent on its 
penultimate syllable. In contrast, the responses cited for yam are quite dissimilar. Though the citations of 
Dautami and Nindewari are identical, the forms given for Ewore#2 [.to] and Iaudari#2 [ti.tu] are very 
different words. Finally, the response given by the Manua/Mambatutu informants [u.n .n], appears 
to be a compound made up of two unique two-syllable words.  
 
According to the Binandere people, the yam is an introduced garden crop. This may explain why it elicits 
such a wide variety of names in this area. On the other hand, the various citations offered for stick may 
reflect the phonological pressure of related neighboring languages on a shared lexical item. 
 
 
 Dautami Ewore#2 Nindewari Iaudari#2 Manau/Mambatutu
109 stick [i.ku.t] [u.ku.t] [u.u.t] [u.ku.t] [.u.t] 
131 yam [k.bo.o] [.to] [k.bo.o] [ti.tu] [u.n .n] 
 
A few more examples of lexical variation within the language were discovered when the words for arrow 
and green were elicited. These two glosses and their respective forms are presented in the table below.  
 
The Binandere people do not customarily use the ‘bow and arrow’. Therefore, their responses to the word 
arrow are all borrowed terms. ‘Iron’ was transliterated auri when it was first introduced to the area in the 
early 1900s. Today, both ‘iron’ and ‘steel’ are generically called auri by the Binandere. This metal is one of 
the basic components of the modern Binandere ‘spear’. Consequently, three of the five informants 
responded with [u.i] when asked for an equivalent word for arrow or spear in their language. The origin 
for the word [di.b] is not known, but it is obviously a borrowed word. This is demonstrated by the 
Binandere sound rule /d/ → [d] /__i  which is violated at the onset of this word (Wilson and Wilson 1994: 
4). However, the final response, [u.n.n], is the word which the Guhu-Samane highlanders of Morobe 
Province use for ‘arrow’.  
 
The word for green is not easily elicited in this part of the world, possibly, because it is such a common 
color. When the informants were asked for their word for ‘green’, two of them responded with the word  
[p.ko p.ko]. This is the name of a certain species of tree in the area. The word [p.p.ko] given by 
the Manau/Mambatutu respondents appears to be a contraction of that particular tree name. This was the 
first time I ever heard the word [u. ] used for ‘green’ and I suspect it may be a borrowed term from a 
neighboring language. Nonetheless, it is very similar to the Binandere words [.] ‘green coconut’ and 
[o.] ‘unripe’. Finally, the word [i.i no.no.o] appears to be a compound word made up of the 
word [i.i] ‘leaf’ and a contraction of the compound word [no.o no.o] ‘how’. This could be 
translated ‘how a leaf is’ or ‘what a leaf is’. 
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 Dautami Ewore#2 Nindewari Iaudari#2 Manau/Mambatutu
137 arrow [di.b] [u.i] [u.i] [u.i] [u.n.n] 
150 green [p.ko p.ko] [p.ko p.ko] [u.] [i.i no.no.o] [p.p.ko] 
 
One final observation should be given regarding the areal use of two forms of the verb go within the 
Binandere language group. The verb stem [m.bu] ‘you(sg.) go!’ is the stem form most frequently used 
by the Binandere people living inland, while the verb stem [.bu] ‘you(sg.) go!’ is the stem form most 
frequently used by the Binandere living on or near the coast. The reason for this variation in word choice is 
not clear. Furthermore, though the inhabitants of these two different regions frequently interact with each 
other, neither group seems interested in relinquishing their preferred stem form.  
 

2b. Phonological differences within the language community 
 
Preferred vowels-No significant phonological differences have been discovered within the language group. 
However, some villages upstream from Nindewari on the Gira River exhibit a preference for the vowel [u] 
over [o] in certain words. The absolute boundaries delimiting which segment of the Binandere language 
community favors a particular vowel’s usage have not been fully investigated. However, according to local 
informants, the villages upstream from Nindewari and villages on the Eia River prefer the vowel [u] over 
[o] in certain words. Conversely, Nindewari and all other villages in the language group prefer [o] over [u] 
in certain words. Future surveys may help validate the accuracy of these claims. Nevertheless, from my 
observations, this generalization appears to hold true. Furthermore, the data demonstrate that there is no 
difference in meaning conveyed between speakers when citing different surface forms of the same lexeme. 
Five examples of this phenomenon are presented in the table below. 
 
 Villages upstream from 

Nindewari and villages on the 
Eia River prefer [u] 

Nindewari and all other villages 
in the Binandere language 
group prefer [o] 

search [k. ku. ] [k. ko. ] 
money [.nu ] [.no] 
you(pl.) are entering  [to.tu.e.] [to.to.e.] 
I pressed down [p.pu.t.n] [p.po.t.n] 
he arose [.u.i.s.n] [.o.i.s.n] 
 
Different tunes-Binandere speakers which inhabit the banks of the Gira River tell me that the Binandere 
who live on the Eia and on the Mamba Rivers speak a slightly different tune than they do. Those living on 
the Eia speak their words more quickly, while those living on the Mamba pull their words. When mimicking 
the Mamba River style of speech, my Binandere friends hold their vowels longer and speak with a drawl. 
Despite these differences in pronunciation, informants from all three areas insist that they all speak the same 
Binandere language. They also communicate freely with one another without any apparent 
misunderstanding.  
 

2c. Different uses of certain grammatical structures within the language 
community 
There are certain members of the Binandere language community which argue that the same subject durative 
sequential medial verb form [e.un.te] ‘did for a while and then’ should only be used with yesterday past 
tense (YP) and remote past tense (RP) verb forms. However, there are others who argue that it is acceptable 
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to use this medial verb with the present tense (P) and today’s past tense (TP), as well. Those who insist that 
this medial verb should only accompany YP and RP forms, say that members of the Yema clan1 are 
responsible for promoting the misuse of this verb form. Yema clan villages include Ubutu, Usibe and all 
other villages upstream on the Gira River, and all the villages between Wave and  Dautami/Bovera on the 
Eia River.  
 
From my personal observation, the majority of the Binandere are comfortable with the expanded use of this 
medial verb form. Only a few of the older Binandere people who pride themselves as being “pure Binandere 
speakers” are arguing against this change. 
 
One other example of a different usage of grammatical structures seems prevalent in the village of Siae on 
the Kumusi River. According to two dialect survey informants, the speakers of this village speak an 
abbreviated form of Binandere. Therefore, a Binandere speaker from the Gira River could say, Nakere jitao 
avero jiriri gumbera. ‘We slept for an extended period of time and then came.’ However, a Binandere 
speaker from Siae trying to express the same thought would only say, Nakare jitao audo gumbera. ‘We slept 
and came.’ It is possible that the people of Siae, because of their isolation from the greater Binandere 
language community, are slowly losing their grasp of the Binandere language. Consequently, their current 
use of Binandere reflects an abbreviated grammar.  
 
It should be noted that two informants insisted that Iwa, Batari, and Kurereda be classified together with 
Siae as Binandere villages. However, Alice Kopada Agapie (a current Nindewari resident who was born in 
Iwa), insists that the villages of Iwa, Batari, and Kurereda on the Kumusi are not true Binandere villages. 
Rather, she says they call themselves Yewa Buie language speakers. According to her, the Yewa Buie 
language is a combination of Binandere, Ewage, and Tainya Dawari. Further surveys will need to be done to 
determine the actual linguistic status of this language community. 
 

3. Degree and Nature of Social Differences within the Language 
Community 
 

3a. Competing clans 
As was noted in section 1f above, members of the Yema language group were historic allies with the 
Binandere language group. Over time, both groups intermarried and eventually the Yema speakers gave up 
their language for Binandere. Today there is still a large group of Binandere speakers that call themselves 
the Yema clan. Members of this clan still oversee the land which was passed down to them by their Yema 
speaking ancestors.2 This loyalty is probably motivated in part by the increasing value of the minerals and 
lumber which are part and parcel of their land. The present population of the Yema clan is estimated to be 
about 2330, and makes up one third of the total population of the Binandere language community. Yema 
clan members admit that their Binandere counterparts speak better Binandere than they do. 
 
The Binandere clan’s land holdings when compared to their Yema counterpart’s seems to be slighty larger in 
area. This would imply that the Binandere clan is potentially more wealthy than the Yema clan. However, 
depending on how each clan chooses to develop its resources could determine which clan is considered most 
prestigious in the future. Nevertheless, because Binandere is still quite viable, and because it is still the most 
favored means of local communication, the Yema clan must be willing to accept its lesser rank at the 
moment. 
 

                                                 
1 These are modern day descendants of the Yema language group referred to in 1f above.  
2 See Wilson and Wilson (1994:34) for a map delimiting the boundaries of the Yema and Binandere clans. 
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3b. Prestige Areas 
 
Most fluent in Binandere versus least fluent-All five groups of informants agreed that any villages in the 
greater Binandere language community which were originally Yema speaking villages were less prestigious 
than those which were not. This was because, those who were originally Yema speakers never fully 
mastered the Binandere language. Subsequently, their descendants speak a less accurate form of the 
language than do their genetically pure Binandere counterparts. All those interviewed said Ewore and 
Bovera were originally Yema speaking and therefore should be considered less prestigious. However, 
informants differed as to which other villages should be added to this less prestigious group. Some of the 
other villages grouped with Ewore and Bovera as originally Yema speaking were: Ubutu, Use be, Dautami, 
Tave, Boke, Ina, Dabari, and Wave. 
 
Other factors determining prestige-One informant argued that the village of Kotaure on the Gira River 
should be considered the most prestigious. According to him, the brothers Bina and Andere were born and 
raised in that village. In later years, their names ‘Bina’ and ‘Andere’ were joined together and used to 
qualify the language which was spoken by the language group as a whole. 
 
Another group of informants felt that Nindewari Village on the Gira River should be considered the most 
famous. Since a large group of their ancestors first established the village of Nindewari, they reasoned that 
Nindewari should be called the most prestigious. 
 
In past years, different Binandere leaders have suggested that the sub district office for the Binandere area be 
moved from Ioma on the Mamba River, to Nindewari on the Gira River. They contend that Nindewari 
Village is geographically the most central village in the Binandere language area. This suggestion has not 
yet been acted upon. 
 
In circa 1996, the Nindewari community school was christened the ‘Dr John Waiko Community School’. 
Since then, Dr Waiko has help finance the construction of  the Nindewari community school library, several 
classrooms, and teachers’ houses. This generous assistance offered by this famous Binandere statesman has 
elevated the prestige of Nindewari within the language area. 
 

4. Effect of Lingua Franca and Neighboring Languages 
 

4a. Signs of shift toward major languages 
Other than the unique situation described below, there is no obvious language shift taking place within the  
Binandere language group at present. Rather, the larger Binandere language community seems to be making 
a concerted effort to maintain the status and use of their language. Though English is often referred to and 
read in church services, preaching is mostly done in Binandere. Likewise, though the local community 
schools are striving to produce graduates fluent in English, honest efforts are being made to ground 
beginning students in Binandere. The Binandere people’s attitude towards English and its actual usage in the 
community will be more fully discussed in 4b and 4c below. 
 
The influence of neighboring languages in Siae-There may be some evidence of Binandere language shift 
occurring in the isolated village of Siae on the Kumusi River. Faithful Angoro, one of the oldest living 
Nindewari Village residents, affirms in his ‘Migration Story’ recorded 11 April 1994, that the Binandere 
people first migrated from the headwaters of the Musa and Bareji Rivers toward the coast. Later they 
followed the coast northwest until they reached Gona. From Gona they traveled inland and then moved 
north to the Kumusi River where they settled. The village of Siae may be the only Binandere village 
remaining on the Kumusi today. Informants describe the people of this village as being true Binandere, but 
admit that their fluency is second rate at best. However, they are quick to point out that these Binandere are 
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multilingual and communicate freely with their Notu, Aeka, Tainya Dawari and Yewa Buie neighbors. 
Further surveys need to be conducted to more accurately assess this situation. 
 
The potential influence of neighboring language groups on the greater language community-The 
potential for future language shift within the greater language community is present. Four of the 5 
informants interviewed are able to converse in at least 3 other languages (not including Binandere, English, 
and Tok Pisin). The neighboring languages which informants said they are most fluent in include: Notu, 
Tainya Dawari, Aeka, Zia, and Orokaiva. Despite these facts, when the populations and locations of each 
language group is considered, the current state of affairs seems less threatening. Only 2 of the language 
groups mentioned are larger in population than the Binandere.3 The Orokaiva number 27,000 and the Notu 
number 12,000. However, neither of these language groups’ boundaries directly adjoin the greater Binandere 
language community. Also, the present lack of roads in this part of Oro Province inhibits the mingling of 
these larger language groups with the Binandere. The Aeka, Zia, and Tainya Dawari have contiguous 
boundaries with the Binandere, but their smaller populations keep them from being a very formidable threat 
in terms of language change (The Aeka number 4000, the Zia 3000, and the Tainya Dawari 2000).  
 

4b. Attitudes toward major languages versus vernacular 
 
Attitudes toward English and Tok Pisin-The two major languages in the area which might possibly 
compete with Binandere are English and Tok Pisin. The Anglican mission when it first began working in the 
area promoted Binandere and English in the church-run schools. Therefore, English is the lingua franca most 
commonly used by the Binandere language community. The learning of Tok Pisin was not encouraged by 
the Anglican mission, and as a result, it is rarely heard in this part of Oro Province. However, when doing 
business in Popondetta or Lae, we are told that Tok Pisin is the more acceptable form of communication. 
This is probably due to the fact that such cities draw people from all parts of PNG, and in many parts of the 
country, Tok Pisin is a more popular lingua franca than English.  
 
What the adult population prefers-The adult population definitely favors the use of Binandere over 
English. This attitude is demonstrated by the way they teach their children. All informants emphatically 
stated that Binandere is the first language they teach their children. Furthermore, all 5 informants agreed that 
Binandere and English (in that order) were the languages they wanted their children to be able to speak 
when they grew up. Only 2 informants stated that Tok Pisin was a third language which they wanted their 
children to learn. Finally, all of the informants agreed that Binandere and English were languages they 
expected their adult children to speak to their children when they grew up. As before, 2 informants also 
added that Tok Pisin was a third language they expected their adult children to teach their children. 
 
The Binandere elementary preschool-There is a strong Binandere elementary preschool program which is 
being taught and managed by Binandere teachers in at least 12 different schools in the area. A Binandere 
curriculum committee has been formed and teachers meet annually to elect new officials and design 
curriculum. The Binandere elementary preschool (grades K, 1, and 2) is receiving strong support in 
Nindewari. The most recent report available on the status of the 12 Binandere elementary preschools is 
dated 2000. At that time, each of the schools were receiving good community support. The strong support 
that the Binandere elementary preschools are receiving reflects the policy which the first Anglican 
missionaries espoused. They believed that if the nationals could learn to read and write in their own 
vernacular first, that their ability to transition from the vernacular to English would be greatly enhanced. 

                                                 
3 The Binandere number approximately 7000 (Wilson and Wilson 2002b:1). 
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4c. Actual language use patterns 
 
Binandere is the main language used in interacting with family members 
All 5 groups of informants were quizzed using the questions presented in the current PNG SIL ‘Language 
Use Questionnaire’ (2003 revision). Different age and sex categories for the majority of adults offered 
uniform responses. Binandere was by far the most popular form of communication used among family 
members. In Dautami, Ewore#2, Nindewari, Manau/Mambatutu and Iaudari#2 informants in every case said 
Binandere was the language most often used when speaking to one’s parents, siblings, and spouse. In like 
manner, Binandere was the most common means of teaching children/grandchildren and scolding 
children/grandchildren. Lastly, Binandere was again the most common means by which parents 
communicated with their children and children communicated with their parents. One or 2 informants 
agreed in almost every case that Tok Pisin and/or English were occasionally used to communicate with the 
above mentioned individuals, however, no clear pattern emerged.  
 
Children’s language use also favored Binandere over Tok Pisin and English. The most interesting response 
for the children’s category was in regard to singing. Four out of 5 of the informants concurred that 
Binandere children like to learn and sing songs in a variety of different languages. Those languages 
mentioned included Binandere, Tok Pisin, English, Suena, Zia, Tainya Dawari, Aeka, Notu, and Orokaiva. 
 
Binandere is the language most often used within the local village -Three out of 5 informants agreed that 
Binandere is the preferred language used in arguing with family, praying at home, shopping at the market, 
and playing sports. Two of the 5 said that Binandere, English and Tok Pisin are all used at market, and while 
playing sports. All 5 said that Binandere is the main language used when arranging weddings and funeral 
feasts. In working court, 1 informant said that Binandere was preferred, 2 said that Binandere and Tok Pisin 
are preferred, and 2 said that Binandere, Tok Pisin, and English are all used. 
 
When speaking with outsiders that know Binandere, 3 informants said it depended on what language the 
person talking with you chose to talk in. They said that they would try to switch to whatever language the 
outsider chose to talk in, in order to make the outsider feel more comfortable. The other 2 informants said 
that they would speak in Binandere, but would not be opposed to using some Tok Pisin and English with 
outsiders that knew Binandere.  
 
Two out 5 informants said that they would use English and Tok Pisin with outsiders that didn’t know 
Binandere. Three of the 5 said that they would use whatever language the outsider used (if possible) if the 
outsider did not understand Binandere. One of the 3 persons just mentioned however, clearly stated that they 
would not use English with an outsider that did not know Binandere. I assume that this is due to their own 
lack of confidence in English. 
 
Children mixing English with Binandere to prepare for school-Informants from three villages (Dautami, 
Ewore#2, and Manau/Mambatutu) admitted that their children mix some Tok Pisin and English with 
Binandere. One informant from Manau/Mambatutu said that he dislikes it when his children mix Tok Pisin 
and Binandere. But the same informant said that he did not mind his children mixing some English with 
Binandere. His reason for this is based on the fact that his children will eventually need to transition to 
English in community school. Therefore, it is implied that some mixing of English with Binandere is 
permissible, if it will help prepare one’s child for school. 
 
Mixing English with Binandere to compensate for lack of vocabulary- The group of informants 
interviewed at Ewore#2 admitted that adults as well as children in their village mix some English with 
Binandere. According to them, this behavior is related to the fact that they are descendants of the Yema 
language group. Since their Yema ancestors never really learned Binandere well, they were unable to teach 
their children the full vocabulary of the language. Therefore, the present generation of the Yema clan lacks 
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confidence when speaking in Binandere. In order to compensate for this lack, they will occasionally mix 
English words with Binandere when conversing in the language. 
 
Using English in church services- In both Anglican and Christian Revival Crusade church services, it is 
not unusual to hear some English words and sentences used in sermons. Prayers in both churches are also 
occasionally offered in English. At present, the amount of English being used in Binandere churches does 
not appear to be increasing. However, it does not seem to be diminishing either. 
 

4d. Preferences for inclusion and spelling of loan words in vernacular 
materials 
 
The responses given by informants differed when asked what preferences they had regarding loan words in  
vernacular materials. Three out of 5 groups interviewed insisted that all loan words be adapted to the 
Binandere sound system. The 3 groups that were in favor of transliterating all borrowed terms into 
Binandere were Dautami, Iaudari#2, and Manau/Mambatutu. However, the two informants that were being 
interviewed which represented Manau/Mambatutu seemed to be greatly influenced by an older man that was 
with them. The average age of those who were responding in the first three groups mentioned was 46 years 
(note that this avg. includes the age of the older man at Manau/Mambatutu). The other 2 groups of 
informants both said they preferred to keep borrowed English words’ spelling unchanged when using them 
in vernacular materials. One group however qualified this by saying that certain words that have all ready 
been transliterated and become accepted in vernacular materials should remain as they are. Words included 
in this category are those words which are common in the Anglican churches’ prayer books and song books. 
For example: peroveta for ‘prophet’, anela for ‘angel’, and Yesu for ‘Jesus’.  
 
The average age of the informants from Ewore#2 and Nindewari was 35 years. Comparing the different 
preferences of informant groups with their respective average ages might suggest that the younger members 
of the community tend to favor the English spellings of newly borrowed English words. This would be in 
contrast with the older members of the community which are in favor of transliterating all borrowed words 
into Binandere phonological forms. Nevertheless, additional surveys are needed before the true state of 
affairs within the larger Binandere community can be fairly represented. 
 

5. Language Work Already Done 

5a. Language analysis done and work produced by others 
 
Language analysis-In the 1890s Australian government officials and gold miners made their first contact 
with the Binandere people. After serious fighting erupted in 1899, the Anglican Church was invited to 
establish a mission station at the mouth of the Mamba River (R. Larsen and J. Wilson 1991:10). Copland 
King in early 1900 assumed the position of mission station priest for the Binandere area. During the next 
nineteen years until his death in 1918, King invested a considerable amount of time in Binandere language 
study. The manuscript he left behind was finally organized and edited by Elder and Ray and was published 
in 1927 as the Grammar and Dictionary of the Binandere Language. This book is seventy-six pages long, 
and it contains a rudimentary alphabet, tentative grammar, a Binandere-to-English dictionary and an 
English-to-Binandere dictionary. The Binandere dictionary contains over 1,600 entries, which are frequently 
supplemented with their respective compounds and idioms.  
 
In 1969 Capell wrote The Structure of the Binandere Verb, further expanding King’s earlier work. Capell 
asserts that his primary data sources were his own fieldnotes and the Anglican Binandere translation of The 
Book of Common Prayer, “together with Bible translation and some original work available” (1969:1-2). 
Darryl Wilson (1969a) in the same year published a preliminary systematic comparison of sixteen Binandere 
family languages. His research was supplemented by various surveys conducted by the Summer Institute of 
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Linguistics, which collected wordlists between 1960 and 1975 (Larsen and Wilson 1991:22). In 1979 James 
Farr and Robert Larsen prepared a tentative comparative study of ten different Binandere languages using a 
word list containing one hundred and three items. The basic household, cultural, and kin terms included in 
the list were chosen purposely to reflect some of the most stable word forms in each language. 
 
The diachronic roots of the Binandere language family are in focus in D. Wilson’s Proto-Binandere research 
(1986). This is augmented with a synchronic preliminary phonology of the Binandere language proper (D. 
Wilson 1988). More recently, Robert Larsen and Jonathan Wilson (1991) conducted a sociolinguistic survey 
encompassing ten different Binandere villages. The latest phonological research proposes a tentative 
orthography and phonology (Jonathan Wilson and Kathy Wilson 1993). Finally, two recent investigations of 
Binandere grammar resulted in the study of nominal structures (1996), and verbal structures (Jonathan 
Wilson 2002). 
 
Work produced by others-In this section we will focus on Binandere books which have been produced in 
the vernacular. In his introduction to King’s Grammar (1927), S.H. Ray mentions several other books 
printed in Binandere by the mission during this time. These include translated portions of Genesis, the 
Gospel of Luke, prayer books, psalms, hymns, and a catechism. At present, very few of these have survived 
and they are not being used. Two books produced by the Anglican church which still are in use include the 
Binandere Ia Buk ‘The Binandere Song Book’ and the Ombari Kotopu ‘The Holy Covering’. The former is 
a book of hymns which have been translated into Binandere. This song book was printed in circa 1960 and is 
in need of reprinting. The older Anglicans (30-60 yrs. old) are very attached to these hymns. The second 
book is a book of prayers, songs, and liturgical responsive readings. It has no visible date of copyright, but 
probably dates around 1960. Most older church members have this book memorized.  
 
As was mentioned in 1f above, Dr. John Waiko, in fulfillment of his PhD in Social Science wrote Be Jijimo 
(1982), the first native authored history of the Binandere people. He submitted copies of his dissertation in 
both English and Binandere to the Australian National University. 
 
Some other examples of books printed in the vernacular are listed below: 
 
English Title Binandere Title Local Author 

(LA) or 
Translated 
(TR) 

Type of 
Book 

Year 
Published

Number 
of Copies 

Number 
of Pages 

Binandere 
Spelling Guide 

Binandere Ove LA Reading 
Instruction

1987 40 5 

Binandere 
Legends 

Ge Opipi Gaiari LA Reading 
Instruction

1988 50 12 

Stories and 
Pictures of the 
Binandere 
Ririu Clan 

Binandere 
Ewowo Dao 
Ririu da Ge de 
Ove de 

LA Reading 
Instruction

1988 210 20 

The Birth of 
Jesus Christ 

Iesu Keriso 
Engari Iji De 

TR Scripture 1993 100 11 

Who Sank the 
Boat? 

Ma Ain mi Pasiri 
Kununu Besisini? 

TR Reading 
Instruction

1993 100 25 

Little Children 
Came to Jesus 

Mamai 
Babaingae Iesu 
da Iai Guputera 

TR Scripture/ 
Reading 
Instruction

1993 100 7 

Binandere 
Primer One 

Binandere Ajigari 
da 

LA Reading 
Instruction

1994 120 16 

The Ant and 
the Flying Fox 

Otara ae Babara 
de 

LA Reading 
Instruction

1999 120 13 
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Dawagapoda Dawagapoda LA Reading 
Instruction

2003 46 13 

Gospel of Mark Mark TR Scripture 2004 461 84 
 

5b.What has been the response to these materials? 
 
The response to the materials listed above seems to have been quite enthusiastic. Since we have been living 
and working in Nindewari Village from 1996 to 2005, we have seen the local school teachers author two 
different small booklets for the local community school. The people are constantly asking if we can help 
them print new Binandere song books. When the Gospel of Mark was dedicated in December 2004, over 
three hundred copies of Mark were purchased within two weeks time. 
 

5c. Is there continued production of language work by others? 
 
The primary producers of reading materials in the language are the community preschool teachers. There is 
also one fifty year old Binandere man who has been compiling a book on Binandere culture and history, and 
who is also working on a Binandere song book. 
 

6. Churches/Missions 

6a. What churches/missions are working in the area, including break-off 
groups and cults? 
 
There are two major denominations which have been accepted and are working in the Binandere language 
group at present. The first Anglican (ANG) missionaries came to the area in 1899 and were the only 
denomination present until the Christian Revival Crusade (CRC) arrived in 1976. Both denominations 
estimate that they now have memberships of approximately 2,000 each in the Binandere area. From our 
observations, both denominations appear to be quite strong. Before our first visit to the area, we were told 
that the ANG and CRC denominations were at odds with one another. However, when we  personally visited 
the area in February 1991, leaders from both churches told us that they were excited about us coming and 
were willing to work together with us to translate the Bible into Binandere. Since allocating, we have 
worked with both denominations to learn the language, study the culture, and translate shell books and 
Scripture. We are presently working simultaneously with an Anglican translation team of four men 
translating Luke and with a CRC team of three men translating Acts. Both denominations have taken an 
active part in village checking sessions.  
 
There is also a small group of Binandere families in Ewore Village that are members of the United 
Pentecostal Church. This group established itself in the area within the last fifteen years. We have invited 
their leader to visit us during translation sessions, but he has not yet taken us up on our offer. 
 

6b. What is the relative influence of each group? 
 
From observation, it would appear that the Anglican and Christian Revival Crusade Churches maintain a 
near equal influence over the Binandere people in the language group. In contrast, the United Pentecostal 
Church appears to maintain very little influence over the Binandere people outside Ewore Village. 
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6c. What is the attitude of each group towards the vernacular, and the 
acceptability of its use for church and other functions? 
 
The ANG and CRC Churches are very supportive of the vernacular. Preaching is often done in both 
churches in Binandere. Song times in both churches make use of vernacular choruses. Public praying is 
often done in Binandere in both churches. Also, both groups have been very cooperative in village checking 
sessions and in supplying translation helpers. 
 
The attitude of the United Pentecostal Church with regards to using the vernacular is not known at this time. 
 

6d. Is there a willingness of all church groups to cooperate in the development 
and use of vernacular materials, or to use materials produced with the help of 
“rival” groups? 
 
From our observations, both the ANG and CRC Churches seem to be happy to cooperate together in 
producing vernacular materials. We are still not clear as to the United Pentecostal Church’s attitude toward 
vernacular materials. 
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Map of Binandere and Neighboring Language Boundaries 
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Appendix I:  Binandere Dialect Survey Wordlists 

 
Manau/Mambatutu ~ 25 December 2004 

Dautami  ~ 27 December 2004 

Iaudari #2 ~ 28 December 2004 
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Appendix II:  Binandere Dialect Survey Wordlist 

 
Ewore #2 ~ 30 December 2004 

 
   
Note: glosses #28-42 were inadvertently left out of this survey form. Therefore, they were collected at a 
later date. They can be found in Appendix III. 
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Appendix III:  Binandere Dialect Survey Wordlist 

 
Nindewari ~ 8 January 2005 

 
 
Note: glosses #28-42 from Ewore village, have been inserted in Appendix III. They were inadvertently left 
out of the Ewore survey form used for Appendix II above. 
































